Abstract. For N = 2 or 3 it is shown that if E is the zero set of a holomorphic function in UN satisfying the separation condition of Alexander [1], viz., there exist r 6 (0, 1) and fi >0 such that \a -ß\>8 whenever (z', a, z") ¥=(:', ß, z") are both in (Ç*-1 X UXQN~k)C\ E, where Q = {X G C: r <| X |< 1}, then (a) £ is the zero set of some F È H°a(UN), and (b) 0 <p < oo, every g G //(£) such that | g \p has a pluriharmonic majorant on £ extends to a G G Itp(UN). This generalizes earlier results of the author [3] and Zarantonello [9].
In [3] it was shown that Alexander's result holds if (R) is replaced by the condition (Z)N: There exists a continuous function ij: [r, X) -* {,r, 1) such that (1.1) \zN\<7]((\zx\ + ---+\zN_x\)/(N-\)) whenever z = (zx,. ..,zN) E QN n E.
This condition, introduced in [8] , also implies that £ = Z(£) for some £ G HX(UN) (see [3] ).
In [9] Zarantonello showed that if £ satisfies (A) and (Z)^, 0 < p < oo, then every gEHp(E) has an extension G E HP(UN). The purpose of this article is to show that for N = 2 or 3, (A) alone is sufficient for the above results. In fact we shall prove Theorem 1.1. If N = 2 or 3, £ = Z(f) for some f G H(UN), and E satisfies (A), then (a) £ = Z(F) for some F G HX(UN), and (b) for 0 < p < oo, every g G HP(E) extends to a G E HP(UN).
II. A zero set for bounded holomorphic functions. Suppose £ = Z( / ) for some /G H(UN) and satisfies condition (A) of §1. We may choose/so that it generates the ideal sheaf of £ (see [4, p. 251] ). We show first that E = Z(F) for some FEHx(UN),if N<3.
Consider the case k = N in (A). Write z = (z', z^), where z' = (z,,... ,zN_x) G ÇV-i Then (A) implies that for each z' G ö^', /(¿', ' ) has only a finite number m = w(z') of zeros in £/. Let y = y(z') be a circle in U with centre 0 and enclosing all these zeros. Then Consider the polydisc Vx.
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Let £ be as in (Z')3. Then for each t E[r, 1), rj(t) = max{£(T, t): t G [r, s]} is continuous and tj(?) < 1. Hence if we replace 17 by tj in (Z)3, then the proof in [3] , §111] gives/, G Hx(Vx) such that (2.5) //f1 € lmH(Vx), (2.6) fxFfx G lmH°°(W3 Ti Vx).
Similarly, for the polydisc V2, there exists f2 G HX(V2) such that (2.7) ff2~l ElnvH(V2),
Since/,/f1 = /,/"' 7/2~\ (2.5) and (2.7) imply that /,/f1 Glnv//(K, n K7).
Since /,/f1 = /,£,-' -£,/,-', (2.6) and (2.8) imply that /,/2-' Glnv//-(W/3n K,n v2).
Since the distinguished boundary of Vx (1 F2 is contained in that of IF3 D F, n F2, it follows from the maximum modulus theorem that fxf2x E InvHX(VX n F2). Together with (2.6) and (2.8), this shows that {/,, f2, /3} forms a set of bounded Cousin data for the cover {Vx, V2, K3} of £73. By Stout's theorem [7] , there exists an £ G HX(U3) satisfying (a) and (b). Similarly, there exits g2 G HP(V2) such that g2 = g on V2 n £, and
where/23 G HP(V2 n K3). Now let/,2 = (g, -g2)/£ in Vx n F2. Since g, -g2 = 0 on Vx n K, n £, and £ generates the ideal sheaf of £,/,2 E H(VX C\ V2).
By the continuity of _, c -max{_(rx, r2): rx, r2 E [r, s]} < 1. Choose c' E (c, 1).
Then Ffx is bounded in Q = Q2(r, s) X Q(c', 1). By Theorem 2.3(b), £= £3^, where \p G Inv Hx( W3 ). Hence £"' is bounded in Q. Since the distinguished boundary of Vx n V2 is contained in Ä, it follows that/,2 G HP(VX n V2). We now appeal to the theorems of Andreotti and Stoll [2] (for p = oo) and Zarantonello [10,p. 493] (for 0<p< oo) to conclude that g has an extension
GEHp(U3).
